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2:03 WarCraft III Tribute Is A New Map For WoW 4L WarCraft III Tribute Is A New
Map For WoW 4L WarCraft III Tribute Is A New Map For WoW 4L Hey everyone!
Let's play a new version of WoW 4L! Today we are going to be going in on Shadow.
We are going to be making some interesting changes, but first we need to get him to
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where he has to go. We decide to use the Jedi Trainer, so most of the time during the
video I'm going to be flying around with a TK in, knocking LKs, pulling things with
repel, etc. While I'm doing this we make a few traps like Spin Web and CDO, just to
mess with him and add some extra challenge. As you can see, I got some stuff done

within the week, but next week I plan on making some major things to make the map
less linear, and more of a complete zone with other things to see. I also want to add a
couple of mounts to see him get to the end. Next week I hope you guys will enjoy, if

you have any questions leave me a comment and I'll try to help if I can. Also, comment
down below with what you would like to see me work on next or comments about the

song and video, all welcome! I make all this content for fun, so let me know your
thoughts, and have an awesome week! Thanks for watching! xoxo OfficialPV:

Facebook: My Twitter: Equipment I use: Camera I use: Mic I use: Lights I use: Main
camera: Secondary camera: Suit I use: Get more info about this topic via our website:
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